INSPIRED GYMNASTICS
Reopening our classes
These new measures are to protect our customers and staff; they are in line with both
the Government’s and British Gymnastics’ social distancing guidelines.
Please read carefully.

OUR 3 RULES

1. Do not come in
unless completely
symptom-free

2. Remain 2m from other
parents, gymnasts and
coaches

3. Wash your hands
regularly

If you or a household member develops any of the following Covid-19 symptoms:
•
•
•

a high temperature
a new, continuous cough
a loss/change to your sense of smell/taste

then you MUST stay away from the facility for at least 14 days, and email us as soon
as you can at jade@inspiredgymnastics.com. Additionally, if you are aware of
someone in your family, extended family or child’s school having any of the above
symptoms, or being confirmed Covid-19 positive, please email us. This will help us
make informed decisions about how our future classes will run so that all our
customers feel safe and protected.
Please keep up to date with the governments list of countries that require you to self
isolate if you have visited them on your holidays and please email
jade@inspiredgymnastics.com to explain that you are self isolating.

DROP-OFF
We are operating a strict one-way system – please see the map below.
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• Please wait outside in the car park until we come to collect your child for the session
• Gymnasts can either come up with the coaches or parents can walk them up the stairs to the
hall if they are feeling a little nervous.
• Parents are not allowed in the hall so will need to follow the one way system back out again
• Only 1 parent/carer should drop-off and pick up your child.
• All parents must wear face coverings when dropping off.
Please aim to arrive on time for your session to prevent overlap with previous sessions. If you
arrive early, please wait outside in the car park.
• Gymnasts need to bring a small bag in which all their belongings can go into and should arrive
ready
• Enter as normal through the main entrance, leaving shoes, socks and a drink with your child
to enter the hall as normal. Then please proceed down the corridors out of the building,
following the red arrows laid out. Please do not wait in the corridors.

COLLECTION
• Collection Point will be outside along the pedestrian path, this will be clearly marked
• Parents/carers are not permitted into the sports hall; a coach will ensure the gymnast is safely
collected.
• Please be prompt collecting your child at the end of the session so that the next class can
enter the building safely.

SESSION TIME CHANGES
The main change is that we have unfortunately had to stop our Wednesday evening
classes due to a number of reasons that have effected us since COVID. However we
have put on Sunday Morning Sessions.
We must clean equipment before each new session begins. In order to accommodate
this, sessions will be reduced to 55 minutes, giving coaches a 10 minute time-period
between sessions. In this time, they will ensure your child is safely collected and
equipment is thoroughly cleaned before the next session begins.

SESSION LAYOUT CHANGES
*2 hand sanitise stations inside the gym.
Gymnasts will sanitise their hands upon
entry and exit but also when rotating from
one piece to the next.
*Zone 1 and Zone 2. 2 groups will stay in
zone 1 and 2 groups will stay in zone 2
*Each group have their own mats for warm
up (no group warm up)
*No bars station for the time being
*Coned area for children’s belongings
*Stations will be cleaned when gymnasts
change from one piece to the next as well
as on the changeover between classes

SESSION PRICE INCREASE
Due to the impact of COVID we have had to slightly increase the monthly fees and put
some new procedures in place. Monthly fees need to paid in advance every month,
unfortunately we do not give any sibling discount or refunds for any sessions that your
child cannot attend. This includes if your child has to go into isolation due to being in
contact of someone with COVID or because they have COVID, monthly fees will still
need to be paid in order to keep your place
in our classes.
FAQs

FAQs
Should coaches wear Face Masks/PPE throughout their session?
Government guidance does not make it compulsory for coaches to wear a mask/face covering, but
coaches can choose to wear one following recent guidance around wearing them in shops and
enclosed spaces. PPE is recommended for cleaning and first aid purposes and this will be with a
fluid repellent mask, gloves and aprons.
What are the clubs’ responsibilities under the Test and Trace system?
INSPIRED has a responsibility to maintain registers of staff and members who are in the facility
and a note of the date and time they have been in the facility. We will use Mailchimp for the
gymnasts and Google Calendar for the coaches. If somebody who has been in our gym tests
positive for Covid-19, the NHS test and trace may ask the infected person or their carer to provide
details of anyone they have been in contact with. These registers will assist in this process. Please
be aware that we may have to provide personal details (names and 2 types of contact numbers) of
members to the NHS test and trace if they request it.
What will INSPIRED do if someone contracts COVID-19?
Should a known Covid-19 case or someone becomes unwell in the training environment or an
individual has be identified as a contact of a known case the individual/s in question will be placed
in isolation and follow the relevant home country health authority guidelines. The welfare officer
and the person responsible for Covid-19 should be immediately informed. Instances must be
notified immediately to the local Health Protection Unit (or home country equivalent). Anybody
displaying symptoms or anybody who has been in contact with an infected person, should be

advised not to return to the gym until they have been tested and followed the guidance set out by
the NHS. All known cases need to be reported to RIDDOR and British Gymnastics. While the
gymnast is awaiting collection, they will be kept in an isolation area and depending on the age and
needs of the child, with appropriate adult supervision. They will be kept 2m from other people. If
they need to go to the toilet, it must be cleaned and disinfected before being used by anyone else.
How can I find out more about how INSPIRED is managing COVID-19?
INSPIRED have appointed Jade Waldron as the COVID-19 Officer. She has published the Risk
Assessment on the website, so that you can see how the club has assessed the risks associated
with the virus. She is also the point of contact for any questions that you may have. Her contact
details are below or you can use the contact form on the website. COVID-19 Officer JADE
WALDRON jade@inspiredgymnastics.com
Should gymnasts wear face masks/PPE during their sessions?
Both British Gymnastics and the Government do not recommend the use of masks/face coverings
during sports activities. Gymnasts can wear masks whilst not on apparatus, if they so wish, but
masks should not be worn whilst on equipment or performing any form of gymnastics elements,
including warm ups/cool downs.
Are Coaches allowed to support or spot the gymnasts?
Social Distancing must be adhered to at all times and no contact is permitted between coaches or
gymnastics until the relevant government review social distancing

Will the class sizes be smaller?
Yes we have had to reduce our class sizes, we had 32 gymnasts in each hour on a Monday and
Wednesday and 40 on a Sunday. Now we will be operating with 24 children in each class. This
does mean there are only limited spaces in each class and you must book on in advance.

